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Old Tech

How much do you remember after listening to the audio?               Complete the following

The two main speakers are __________ and __________.

Two examples of an old tech devices : a __________ , a __________-player.

Neil has a large connection of vinyl __________ and __________ tapes.

How many vinyl records were sold in the UK in 2014? __________

One reason for this trend is __________ for the past; some people are nostalgic. 

The female interviewee talks about cassette __________ which she calls __________ letters.

People would use them to make __________ of their favourite songs/tunes.

3 British bands that Neil identified with: 

the __________ Stones, the __________ and the __________ Pistols.

Alice was in love with all the boy bands from the __________.

The US nuclear weapon force still uses 8-inch __________ disks (flexible plastic disks used for storing data magnetically)

A type of shop that has survived : __________ rental stores where people have a human experience.

Two music providers where you can share playlists: __________ and __________

Essay : Do you wish you were born in the 70s? 

Place the stress on the following words (mettre en gras et souligner la syllabe accentuée)

technology

digital 

vinyl

record

turntable

collection

cassette

resurgence

demand

technical

nostalgia

journalist

compile

process

identity

unbelievable

Pentagon

expensive

survive

recommendation

iTunes

Spotify
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Vocabulary from the document

numérique D

tourne-disque R - P 

bande-magnétique T

trucs, machins S

augmentation R

les ventes S

disque R

tristesse S

frère/sœur S

disquette F D

cher, onéreux E

mettre à jour U

fonctionner, marcher W

moyen, lambda A

clé USB M S

location R

instruit, qui a des connaissances K

partager S

faux, erroné W

augmenter I
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Old Tech - TEACHER

How much do you remember after listening to the audio?               Complete the following

The two main speakers are Alice and Neil.

Two examples of an old tech devices : a walkman , a record-player.

Neil has a large connection of vinyl records and cassette tapes.

How many vinyl records were sold in the UK in 2014? 1 million

One reason for this trend is nostalgia for the past; some people are nostalgic. 

The female interviewee talks about cassette tapes which she calls love letters.

People would use them to make compilations of their favourite songs/tunes.

3 British bands that Neil identified with: the Rolling Stones, the Clash and the Sex Pistols.

Alice was in love with all the boy bands from the 1990s.

The US nuclear weapon force still uses 8-inch floppy disks 

(flexible plastic disks used for storing data magnetically)

A type of shop that has survived : DVD rental stores where people have a human experience.

Two music providers where you can share playlists: Itunes and Spotify

Essay : Do you wish you were born in the 70s? 

Place the stress on the following words (mettre en gras et souligner la syllabe accentuée)

technology

digital 

vinyl /ˈvaɪnɪl/

record /ˈrɛkɔːrd/, verb: /rɪˈkɔːrd/

turntable

collection

cassette

resurgence /rɪˈs3ːrdʒəns/

demand

technical

nostalgia /nɒˈstældʒə/

journalist /ˈdʒ3ːrnəlɪst/

compile /kəmˈpaɪl/

process  /ˈprəʊsɛs/, verb: /prəˈsɛs/

identity

unbelievable

Pentagon

expensive  /ɪkˈspɛnsɪv/

survive

recommendation

iTunes

Spotify
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